
“Skills Summary: the easy way to track and develop your 
life skills” video description 
 
 

Vlogger/
speaker  

Text the vlogger/speaker is saying Visuals 

  Skills summary graphic  

Girl Hi and welcome to Skills Summary! Vlogger set up  

Guy Skills summary is an easy way to 
capture the life skills you have and 
talk about them in a way that looks 
great to a potential employer 

Vlogger set up 
 
Shows a clip of the 
website 

Girl Life skills are people skills and 
personal qualities that make you a 
great team member - and you 
have loads of them! Even if you 
don’t know it yet! 

Text: OPEN MINDED, TAKES 
ON NEW IDEAS, COPES 
WITH UNCERTAINTY, STAY 
POSITIVE pops up and 
disappears from the 
screen 

Guy You pick them up at home, at your 
youth club, playing sports and in 
loads of other places too 

Vlogger talking to the 
camera  

Girl Being able to talk about them well is 
a great way to get your CV to the 
top of the pile or to nail a job 
interview. 

Set up shot of guy with a 
shirt and glasses on (like 
an employer) reading 
through CV’s in the form 
of Skills Summary PDFs 
and looking impressed  

Guy Skills summary helps you identify Vlogger talking to the 



these strengths camera 

Girl and write about them Vlogger behind a laptop 
talking to the camera 

Guy or talk about them! Opportunity to see shot 
in an interview with 
presenter directly 
addressing camera 

Guy You can use it on the device you’re 
watching this video on! 

Vlogger pretending to 
knock on the camera 
screen 

  Vlogger scrolling 
through skillssummary.ie 
on his phone 
 
Leadership skills page 
showing on the screen of 
the phone 

Guy Just go to skillssummary.ie and 
make an account 

Close in of the URL being 
typed in a browser 

Girl There, you can learn about a range 
of life skills and watch videos about 
them 

Vlogger scrolling 
through the website on 
her tablet  

Guy When you find skills that sound like 
you, you can take a short online 
course to help you understand and 
harness these skills - and come up 
with great examples of when you 
used them 

Vlogger set-up intercut 
with some videos of the 
website  

http://www.skillssummary.ie/


Girl You can even ask people to 
endorse you  

Shot of an endorsement 
request 

 And you can download your skills 
summary or email it to yourself so 
you have everything in one place 

Vlogger set-up intercut 
with some close-up 
videos of site in use 
(download, emailing, 
etc.) 

Guy Try it out for yourself! Go to 
skillssummary.ie and find out more. 

Vlogger set-up  

  Skills summary graphic  

 


